
COMMISSIONS 27 AND 42 OF THE IAUINFORMATION BULLETIN ON VARIABLE STARSNumber 4121 Konkoly ObservatoryBudapest9 December 1994HU ISSN 0374 { 0676THE LONG TERM PHOTOMETRIC BEHAVIOUR OF THECATACLYSMIC BINARY HX PEGASIThe photometric history of HX Pegasi has been unclear until now. Green and Kris-tian (1975) believed (from three scattered observations) the star to have had \remainedbright" near V=13m from July 1973 to October 1974 at least. Eachus and Liller (1976)found it \irregularly varying" between B=13:m2 and 16:m5 with \no evidence of nova-likeactivity" on 162 Harvard plates of 70 years. I. Meinunger (1976) was not able to detectthe star above threshold of Sonneberg Sky Patrol exposures; this was, however, becauseshe searched at a wrong position (that has nothing to do with the misprint in the headingof her article. Greenstein et al. (1977) called the star \erratically variable". Ringwald(1993) in the course of a thorough spectroscopic investigation caught the object during arapid ascent of its brightness in one night, followed by a decline in the next one.Moreover, the star has been included erroneously in the listings of nearby stars ofGliese and Jahreiss (1979) and of Petit (1980), because McCook and Sion (1977) andothers took the object for a white dwarf of 13th apparent magnitude.As this binary deserves special interest because of its probable sdK secondary, I havedetermined its brightness on a sample of almost 500 Sonneberg Sky Patrol plates takensince 1962 mainly by H. Huth and B. Fuhrmann, and I came to the following results: thelong-term light curve is characterized by numerous dwarf-nova-like eruptions up to 12:m4 pg(Figure 1). The Mt. Wilson magnitude system of Selected Area 91 served as a standard.From this light curve and from statistical considerations (after Wenzel and Richter, 1986)a mean cycle length C of about 30 days can be derived. Strong secondary uctuations(range: 0.5 mag, time scale: hours to days) are observed during several high states.
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2We did not �nd any short full range eruptions of a length of the order of one day. But, asthis might be attributed to the rather limited length of our sample, the nature of the rapiddecline observed by Ringwald (1993) is still undecided. If we take into account the faintobservations of Greenstein (1986) (B=17:m2) and the minimum data of Eachus and Liller(1976) (mpg=16:m5), an amplitude of about 4:m5 pg can be deduced. This is rather largea value as compared with an average taken from the Kukarkin{Parenago relationship fordwarf novae (e.g. Richter and Br�auer, 1989) at C=30 days. Far reaching plates are notat our disposal. We hope that CCD observations which we have been performing at oneof the Sonneberg 60 cm mirrors since October 1994 will clear up the low state behaviourand whether there are eclipses.I thank the German Bundesministerium f�ur Forschung und Technologie for funds undercontract No. 05-2S052A. W. WENZELSternwarteD 96515 SonnebergGermanyReferences:Eachus, L. J., and Liller, W., 1976, IAU Circ., No. 2907Gliese, W., and Jahreiss, H., 1979, Astron. Astrophys. Suppl. Ser., 38, 423Green, R. F., and Kristian, J., 1975, IAU Circ., No. 2892Greenstein, J. L., 1986, Astron. J., 92, 867Greenstien, J. L., Arp, H. C., and Shectman, S., 1977, Publ. Astron. Soc. Paci�c, 89,741McCook, G. B., and Sion, E. M., 1977, Villanova Univ. Obs. Contr., No. 2Meinunger, I., 1976, Mitt. Ver�anderl. Sterne Sonneberg, 7, 182Petit, M., 1980, Inf. Bull. Var. Stars, No. 1788Richter, G. A., and Br�auer, H.-J, 1989, Astron. Nachr., 310, 413Ringwald, F. A., 1993, Thesis. Dartmouth CollegeWenzel, W., and Richter, G. A., 1986, Astron. Nachr., 307, 209


